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Context & problem

• Qelp: A manufacturer of self-service software for helping individuals to solve 

problems with their smartphones (350M customers, 60 mobile operators, 28 

countries)

• Qelp has loads of data but does not know what to do with it

• “What lies beyond the raw statistics obtained by analysing our data 

and how can this valuable information be discovered and used?”
• Gathering data gets cheaper and cheaper  Available to more 

companies  More companies with same issue

• Not much research seems to be done on how to make sense of raw Big 

Data statistics



Research questions

 “To which extent can we automatically perform sensemaking on Big Data 

without knowing the questions we want to answer?”

 How do humans perform sensemaking?

 How can we find, not yet taught off as possible, correlations in our data?

 Do we need to enrich our data to be able to gather more insight?

 Can all of this be done automatically?

 “Are there other ways to help humans with interpreting Big?”

 “To which extent is automatically generated information and knowledge 

more usable in a business context in contrast to only automatically 

generated statistics?”



Methods

Preperation

1. Get a grasp on how the data is used in the business as is

2. Select one specific use case for our research

Research question 1

1. Interview the management on what they expect form their data

2. Perform a literature study on sensemaking

3. Try to create a proof of concept on automatic sensemaking



Methods - continued

Research question 2

1. View raw statistics in different ways to facilitate human sensemaking

2. Do interviews with the people using them

Research question 3

1. Compare performance of automatic sensemaking and human 

sensemaking through interviews



Conclusion

 Scientific insight in Big Data sensemaking



Thank you!

Questions?


